
 

 

Álvaro Urbanos Jiménez is a pianist and composer whose personality could 
be defined in a vigorous pianism of ingenious and sincere musicality. His 
work includes chamber music and piano solo compositions in various 
musical styles together with a wide variety of arrangements. 
 
He develops his role as a teacher at the SEK-Ciudalcampo International 
School, Katarina Gurska School of Music and Popular music and dance school 
of Madrid. 
 
He won the second prize and a Gold Award as a finalist in the Oskar Rieding 
International Celtic Young Performers and Composers Competition in Celje 
(Slovenia). He was also awarded the special prize from the Research Center 
of the Institute of Musicology of the Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts. 
 
In 2018, “Le Prochain” is released, a short film directed by the painter and 
filmmaker Raúl Herrera, in which he collaborates as a pianist and interpreter 
with works by Johann Sebastian Bach. The short film received great 
recognition at numerous festivals, highlighting a special mention in the USA 
as "Best Dramatic Short Film" at the New York City Film Infest. 
 
He professionally began studying piano with teacher Asmik Chakhalyan at the 
Katarina Gurska School of Music, finishing the Professional Degree with the 
highest marks and honorable mention. Subsequently, he completed the 
Higher Degree under the tutelage of the teacher Yuri Ananiev and a Master 
in solo performance as a student of Bruno Vlahek at the CSKG. During his 
musical training he has received classes from teachers such as Claudio 
Martínez-Mehner, Eldar Nobolsin, Gustavo Díaz-Jerez, Marta Zabaleta, Andrey 
Yaroshinsky, Mariana Gurkova and Lev Vinocour. 
 
He was employed as an orchestral co-repeater in the CSKG Postgraduate of 
Conducting with conductor George Pehlivanian and has been a repertoire 
professor at the International School of Music Andana and Musical Martí. 
 
His experience as a soloist and accompanying pianist compiles numerous 
events and festivals, including at the National Hall in Celje, Crystal Hall by 
Rogaska Slatina, Meeting with Music “Cuenca a tempo” at the Cuenca 
Auditorium, Athenaeum of Madrid, Klassic Fest of contemporary music at the 
Cibeles Palace, “Caprices of Romanticism” at the Museum of Romanticism, 
Victoria Theater, Cultural Center of the Armies, Russian Center for Science and 
Culture, Professional Conservatory of Torrent (Valencia) with the Jorcam Open 
Choir, Auditorium of the Basilios University of Alcalá de Henares and 
Eutherpe hall of León. 

https://alvarourbanos.com/en/

